Sunday, August 24, 2014

2:10 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!
5,000 MacBook Pro's sold to all Fortune 500 companies as
they can't resist the buy with free Parallels! Parallels lets
them run win 7 + Win 8 on Macbook Pro's, then run iApps 1
Trillion iApps not Out-Of-Date Microsoft Programs costing $
Thousands for each PC. Microsoft Office Specialist vs iApps Bill
+ Melinda Gates crash + burn after their Polio, Mosquito,
wood burning stoves Scams around the world failed
humanity. A way out from under Microsoft is Parallels on a
MacBook Pro! Save Humanity... get 1K Nobels in Medicine in
1 year with iApps!

inventsomething@live.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

8-24-14 iApps... NASA MD's Coup... Checkup, were the Hell are
NASA's MD's? 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Steven R. Nagel died
AT 67 after a 2 year battle with cancer, I search google a lot
and never found the kind of cancer he had. AF Top Brass let
women die of breast cancer too on thier Spending Spree with
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women die of breast cancer too on thier Spending Spree with
$777 Trillion in oil money, all went for MIT War Toys and
High Tech Figher Jets. None of the $777 trillion from oil
when to a Los Alamos for the Overnight Miracle Cure of
Cancer... Dr. Nancy, Put it in the water if it works.
8-24-14 iApps... NASA MD's Coup... Security Researchers Lay
Bare TSA Body Scanner Flaws - cancer!! Syphilis, HIV,
Hepatitis... etc
8-24-14 iApps... iPhone007s in the "Lucy II" movie! AppleStarbucks iAppTech's writing iApps in the movie for the
movie... this is about the only thing they didn't have!!
8-24-14 iApps... iPhone007s in the "Another Day in the
Frontal Lobe II" by Dr. Katrina Firlik
8-24-14 10% of the brain is used... Greg is 9% if you are
measuring "Memory" if you are measuring
"InventSomething" Greg is using 100%. This women Scarlett
Johansson was A++ in her performance, and plot as she hit
on "Time" how is "Time" generated 1 Trillion times in the
movie "Lucy" and only 2 or 3 times for how is "Gravity
Generated". iApp iPhone played a role in the movie "Lucy" Los
Alamos should have been next to the Eiffel Tower in this
movie. Its focus on the ten percent of brain myth didn't have
an Apple-Starbucks iAppTech's writing iApps for the movie...
this is about the only thing they didn't have!! Looking
forward to iPhone007s in the "Lucy II" movie!

8-24-14 iApps... iPhone007s in the "Lucy II" movie! AppleStarbucks iAppTech's writing iApps in the movie for the
movie... this is about the only thing they didn't have!!
8-24-14 iApps... iPhone007s in the "Another Day in the
Frontal Lobe II" by Dr. Katrina Firlik
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Frontal Lobe II" by Dr. Katrina Firlik
8-24-14 iApps... iPhone007s in the "Lucy II" movie! AppleStarbucks iAppTech's writing iApps
8-24-14 iApps... 1,001 things I wish I knew before going to
college... What about the coup to pay Medical Students more
than Cadets at West Point? A++ idea for civilians in a
Pentagon Nation with $777 Trillion in oil money!

8-24-14 iApps... iPhone007s in the "Lucy II" movie! AppleStarbucks iAppTech's writing iApps
8-24-14 Cyclops in "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Dr.
Katrina Firlik she tells the reader the disturbing story and
the mother is an "Exotic Dancer," but Dr. Katrina does not
go into the "lifestyle" of an "Erotic Dancer" we the reader
must think she used a lot of drugs + alcohol while pregnant.
1 in 16,000 seems a lot, I found this on the web.

8-24-14 iApp for Medical Students and the Public would be
better than... Cyclopia in National Geographic Movie
"Cyclopia" would have to get a lot more high tech DNA cell
division and the atom or molecule of the teratogenic
alkaloid toxin that can cause Cyclopia is cyclopamine or 2deoxyjervine.
8-24-14 Cyclopia (also cyclocephaly or synophthalmia) is a
rare form of holoprosencephaly and is a congenital disorder
(birth defect) characterized by the failure of the embryonic
prosencephalon to properly divide the orbits of the eye into
two cavities
8-24-14 Genetic problems or toxins can cause problems in the
embryonic forebrain-dividing process.[5] One highly
teratogenic alkaloid toxin that can cause cyclopia is
cyclopamine or 2-deoxyjervine, found in the plant Veratrum
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cyclopamine or 2-deoxyjervine, found in the plant Veratrum
californicum (also known as corn lily or false hellebore).
The mistake of ingesting Veratrum californicum while
pregnant is often because hellebore, a plant with which it is
easily confused, is recommended as a natural treatment for
vomiting, cramps, and poor circulation, three conditions
that are quite common in pregnant women.[6] Cyclopia can
occur in the womb when certain proteins are inappropriately
expressed[7] and causes the brain to stay whole instead of
forming into two distinct hemispheres, which also means one
optic lobe and one olfactory lobe resulting in one eye

8-24-14 10% of the brain is used... Greg is 9% if you are
measuring "Memory" if you are measuring
"InventSomething" Greg is using 100%. This women Scarlette
Johansson was A++ in her performance, and plot as she hit
on "Time" how is "Time" generated 1 Trillion times in the
movie "Lucy" and only 2 or 3 times for how is "Gravity
Generated". iApp iPhone played a role in the movie "Lucy" Los
Alamos should have been next to the Eiffel Tower in this
movie. Its focus on the ten percent of brain myth didn't have
an Apple-Starbucks iAppTech writing iApps for the movie...
this is about the only thing they didn't have!! Looking
forward to iPhone007s in the "Lucy II" movie!
8-24-14 Cyclops in "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Dr.
Katrina Firlik.
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8-23-14 iApp... Steve Jobs Metastatic Enteropancreatic
Neuroendocrine Tumors...
8-23-14 iApp... Key West’s finest: Police Sergeant Eric Biskup
Metastatic Enteropancreatic Neuroendocrine Tumors...
8-23-14 iApp... 800 Fiery Cop Car Crashes!
8-23-14 iApp... London; 8,800 people are diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer in the UK. Just over three per cent of
people diagnosed with the disease will survive for five years
or more.

8-23-14 iApp... 800 Fiery Cop Car Crashes! 8,800 cops, kids,
Mom + Dad are burned. Just over 3% will survive the burns
for longer than 3 years.
8-23-14 iApp... "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Dr.
Katrina Firlik "I felt privileged to have such insight into the
extremes of human behavior... this story became my
definition of human desperation!" Swallowed a pen again
and again just to leave his cell and visit the people at the
Hospital. At the Same Time the Pentagon voted to give
Saudia Arabia + Mecca $777 Trillion and give MD's in the
USA $1 Trillion in kickbacks via Medicare! He would have
been on the Ford assembly line 16 hours a day building the
1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort not in a Cell.
Lobotomy Gas as Frontal Lobe Lobotomy on the Pentagon top
brass even on a assembly line would take forever. Infinity of
space + 777 Galaxies are never brought up at the Pentagon.
Human Desperation... we are Alone in the Universe as our
Highest Tech Fighter Jets are for War not Star Wars! Laser
guided sidewalks and traffic are a waste of money!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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